Examination Hall Ticket

College: Bhaskar Waman Thakur College of Science, Yashwant Keshav Patil College of Commerce, Vidhya Dayanand Patil College of Arts (Viva College) (548)

Student Name: RAUT MRINAL SANJAY (SHILPA)
Eligibility: Eligible
Medium: English
Gender: Female

Exam Venue: 548
Bhaskar Waman Thakur College of Science, Yashwant Keshav Patil College of Commerce, Vidhya Dayanand Patil College of Arts (Viva College), Viva College Road., City:Virar (W), Taluka:Thane, District:Thane, State:Maharashtra, Pin:401303

SN | Paper Code | Paper Name | Paper Type | Date | Time | Jr. Supervisor's Sign |
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- |
1 | 88703 | Business Intelligence | Theory | UA | |
2 | 88702 | Security in Computing | Theory | UA | |
3 | 88701 | Software Quality Assurance | Theory | UA | |
4 | 8704 | Principles of Geographic Information Systems | Theory | UA | |
5 | 8707 | Cyber Laws | Theory | UA | |
6 | USIT6P1 | Project Implementation | Practical | UA | |
7 | USIT6P2 | Security in Computing Practical | Practical | UA | |
8 | USIT6P3 | Business Intelligence Practical | Practical | UA | |
9 | USIT6P4 | Principles of Geographic Information Systems Practical | Practical | UA | |
10 | USIT6P5 | Advanced Mobile Programming | Practical | UA | |

Note: The Principal shall attest the Hall Ticket wherever applicable. Candidate must preserve & produce this card at each session of examination failing which admission for Examination may be disallowed. Adoption of recent changes in exam time table is a responsibility of Candidate. Use of any communication devices is strictly prohibited. *marked data is amended one.

Principal Sign and Stamp: